
Drive Your Business Forward 
With the Power of Choice 
Get the Benefits of Public and Private Cloud 
With Nutanix and HPE

In today’s digital economy, IT organizations face many challenges. 

Traditional IT infrastructure has created siloes of compute, 

storage, networking, and backup elements — each with its own  

toolset. Introducing virtualized environments adds even more 

complexity. However, unifying these disparate elements into a 

single integrated hybrid cloud solution can create a more agile 

data center to help IT scale with the business. 

Having choice and flexibility in shaping your infrastructure 

architecture can help you optimize cost and workload 

management, as well as security and governance. Award-winning 

Nutanix software is now available on world-class HPE ProLiant 

Servers and HPE Apollo Servers, enabling you to lower total cost 

of ownership (TCO), simplify operations, and deliver secure data 

efficiency and scale. 

Configurations are available in two ways: as an HPE ProLiant 

DX appliance, or as a pay-as-you-go consumption model through 

HPE GreenLake.

This offering brings the power of choice to customers of both 

Nutanix and HPE. HPE servers are fully tested and certified by 

Nutanix to run Nutanix Enterprise Cloud OS software. HPE 

customers can leverage Nutanix solutions to build an enterprise 

cloud delivering the simplicity and agility of public-cloud services, 

with the control and security needed in private-cloud 

environments. HPE ProLiant DX appliances have been extensively 

tested and certified jointly by Nutanix and HPE to run business-

critical applications at scale. Deployments are fully supported by 

HPE for hardware, and Nutanix™ for the software, covering the 

entire IT from initial installation, infrastructure upgrades, scaling 

and troubleshooting. 

Solution Benefits:

Build a complete infrastructure stack with HPE servers and 

pre-installed Nutanix Enterprise Cloud OS software

Radically simplify IT operations with one-click software 
upgrades, rapid scalability, and unparalleled performance 
— freeing your staff to focus on business applications rather 
than infrastructure management

Achieve faster time-to-value: Nutanix Acropolis OS and 
AHV software is factory pre-installed on HPE DX appliances, 

enabling fast and simple infrastructure deployments

Nutanix™ Enterprise 
Cloud with HPE 
ProLiant DX Appliances 

Gain cloud-like agility and ease of use 

Scale out your Hewlett Packard Enterprise 

infrastructure as needs increase

Consolidate silos into scalable HPE                

infrastructure with end-to-end lifecycle     

management

Review real-time health of your HPE              
infrastructure to detect anomalies or          
plan for growth  

  



Use Cases for the HPE ProLiant DX 

Appliance and HPE GreenLake services:

Enterprise Applications: Deploy and scale your critical 

workloads, such as Microsoft® SQL, Oracle® and SAP® 

business applications.

Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI): Make VDI successful 

by delivering excellent user performance and scalability without 

high operational and capital costs.

Messaging, Collaboration, and Unified Communications (UC): 

Proven deployments for Microsoft® Exchange, collaboration tools 

such as SharePoint®, and major UC vendors, including Avaya®, Cisco®, 

and Microsoft®.

Big Data Analytics: Applications scale as your needs grow, enabling a 

pay-as-you-grow model for scaling without overprovisioning compute or storage.

Using Nutanix Enterprise Cloud OS software on turnkey HPE servers makes data center 

infrastructure and clouds invisible — enabling IT to focus on business applications and services. 

The Nutanix/HPE solution delivers fast time to value, simple management, and maximum security 

to help your business run better.

To learn more, contact us:

Experis Technology Group, Inc. | info@experistg.com | www.experistg.com
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Who We Are

Experis Technology Group is a Hybrid Cloud architecture firm serving large & mid-market enterprises, and 

federal system integrators for the past two decades with secure, high performing, highly available systems to 

support mission critical workloads.

Whether your data is in the public cloud, on-prem, or a hybrid of the two, Experis Technology Group can 

design, build and support your continuous performance & availability requirements.

Simply put, “we sell weekends” by ensuring your systems are up and running so you don’t have to be!

What we do: 

   •   Private, Public, & Hybrid Cloud

   •   Server- Storage & Hyper-converged

   •   Business Continuity & Data Availability

   •   WAN/LAN & WiFi


